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"Come explore Dodoland with your Army
of Zendodos. These Zendodos are fully

devoted to you - their utmost hero."
 

The ZenMother
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backstorybackstory
Zendodos are cute lil' adventurers that live on the

WAX blockchain. From time to time, the almighty

ZenMother, guardian of Dodoland, will drop

Zendodos from the puffy clouds, sending them off

to explore the lands. Although these cute

adventurers were equipped with sufficient powers

to venture the land, absent-minded ZenMother left

these Zendodos with absolutely no intelligence.

objectiveobjective
First and foremost, Team Zendodo would love to share with heroes our cute and

beautifully hand-drawn Zendodos. Development in technology today has allowed us to

distribute our artwork globally in the form of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs) while supporting

the artists behind the work. However, Team Zendodo would love to take our project one

step further by providing utilities to heroes that own our NFTs; utilities such as gamification

and staking which hopefully results in a higher valuation of our NFTs. Our end-goal would

be to create a community of Zendodo Lovers who can potentially receive a passive income

just by collecting our NFTs!

blockchainblockchain
Worldwide Asset eXchange (WAX) is the choice of blockchain for Zendodo Party due to a

wealth of reasons. (1) The WAX Blockchain was created fundamentally for the distribution

and trading of NFTs, having many user-friendly decentralised applications to interact with

your NFTs (2) It is practically free to transact on the WAX blockchain whereby you simply

have to stake (refundable) a small amount of WAX in order to use the blockchain

resources. (3) The blockchain uses a Delegated Proof-of-Stake consensus algorithm which

makes WAX a clean and carbon neutral blockchain; 125,000 times more efficient than

Ethereum and 320,000 times more efficient than Bitcoin.

They need a supreme leader, a knight/knightress in shining armour, a shimmering star in

the night sky, to point them in the right direction. Luckily... some of them met a hero like

you. Surely, they may not be the most intelligent species to roam Dodoland but hell do they

have loyalty. A Zendodo never leaves its leader and it breaks their tiny weeny heart to

nothingness if let go by their leader. So strap on, pick some Zendodos off the street and

launch off for an adventure!
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gameplaygameplay
As mentioned previously in the chapter of "Objective", Team Zendodo has many plans to

increase the value of our NFTs. This includes increasing the utility of our NFTs through

gamification, scarcity & staking. In this segment, we will attempt to layout the future utilities

Zendodos may have; which are:

(1) Participating in Zendodo Drops

(2) Evolving Zendodos

(3) Morphing Limited Edition Zendodos

(4) Staking Zendodos into 2 Reward Pools

(5) Sending Zendodos out for Missions

(6) Faction Wars
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(1) Participating in zendodo drops
For our recurring drop of Zendodos & Morphing Potions, there are currently three ways of

obtaining them. (1) Keyed Open Drop - ZenMother's Roundhouse Kick, (2) Whitelist Raffle -

ZenMother's Flying Kick and (3) Whitelist (Required Army Strength) - Brewmaster Bell. In

addition, new seasons of Zendodos will be released periodically, allowing heroes to collect

more Zendodos whilst limiting previous season Zendodos, increasing their rarity. Very

soon, we will be incorporating pack drops. The details of each drop will be stated below:

Keyed open drop

Release of Drop Details: Minimally 12h before drop occurs.

Release of Drop Preview: A link without the key will be sent 10min before the drop.

Release of Drop Link: At time of drop, the link with the key embedded will be sent.

Maximum per Claim: 1

Cooldown per Claim: 10s

These drops are also coined "ZenMother's Roundhouse Kick" and the drop mechanisms are

set to prevent any advantages to scripted bots and prevent any hero from amassing too

many Zendodos. These drops are mainly for seasonal Evolution I Zendodos. Keys can be

seen as a password that removes the red banner saying "Only accounts whitelisted by the

creator can participate in this drop."

Drop Mechanism
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whitelist raffle (fixed max claim)

Release of Whitelist Registration: Minimally 2d before drop occurs.

Release of Whitelist Results and Drop Link before time of drop.

Whitelisted heroes are able to claim their Zendodos within 24h without any

competition.

Maximum Claim per Whitelisted Heroes: 5 (Subjected to change)

These drops are also coined "ZenMother's Flying Kick" and the drop mechanisms are set to

encourage inclusiveness in our project. This drop method allows heroes a fair chance at

starting Zendodo Party at its base cost. In addition, it allows the team to control the supply

of Zendodos by tweaking the % of whitelisted heroes per drop. This method will only be

used for dropping seasonal Evolution I Zendodos.

Drop Mechanism

Whitelist (required army strength)
These drops are for our Morphing Potions and is also coined "Brewmaster Bell". This drop

mechanism aims to ensure Heroes who purchase them have existing Zendodos and thus,

are more inclined to use the Morphing Potions. At the same time, it reduces the number of

heroes looking to resell the Potions.

(2) Evolving zendodos
These lovable Zendodos, alike humans, have a strong connection and attraction towards

one another. When 3 Zendodos come in contact with one another *Poof* they evolve into

something cuter and something stronger. However, its requires you, their ultimate leader,

to decide when is the best time for them to go evolving.

Evolving your Zendodos provides you with incremental power boosts, allowing you to climb

our leaderboard (Interim use function of Zendodo) or have a larger staking power/reward

multiplier for our future project development.

Release of Army Strength Requirements: Minimally

24h before drop occurs.

Release of Drop Link with Whitelist Access before

time of drop.

Maximum per Claim: 1

Cooldown per Claim: 5min

Drop Mechanism
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evolution ii evolution iii evolution iv

evolution v evolution vi

season 0 evolved zendodos

How evolving works

++

==

++

power

Evolution i
Evolution ii
Evolution iii
Evolution iv
Evolution V
Evolution Vi

*new evolutions
may be released
in future seasons

- 1
- 4
- 15
- 50
- 175
- 600
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(3) morphing limited edition zendodos

max supply: 50 max supply: 100

There's a folklore revolving around how Zendodos; at certain time of the year become

extremely unstable or even close to radioactive. Just a simple touch of the right chemical

and your Zendodo morphs into something completely different.. some says its cuter, some

says its badder but they are definitely rarer.

Our Limited Edition Zendodos will be released from time to time with a predetermined

maximum supply. These Zendodos will be scarce and can be seen as a collectible item.

When a Zendodo is morphed, there is a slight power boost, allowing your Limited Edition

Zendodo to have higher staking power and reward multiplier.

morphing potion

how morphing works

==++
evolution iv limited edition (max:50)
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(4) staking zendodos into 2 reward pools
Staking will be the very first utility for Zendodo holders, in attempt to reward heroes who

have purchased our artwork. There will be two pools of reward - Rally Pool & Mining Pool.

These two pools will be distributing different rewards as explained below.

rally pool - stake zendodos to get zendodos
 

mining pool - stake zendodos to get zendi coin

rally pool
A reward pool of Evolution I Zendodos will be set, and heroes simply have to stake their

Zendodos in the rally pool to get a portion of the pool's reward every hour; based on their

staking power relative to the global staking power.

Heroes are able to see their collected Zendodos, divisible to 4 decimal points. Whenever

heroes have collected 1 or more Zendodo, rounded down to the closest integer, they are

able to claim their rewards and NFT(s) will be sent to the hero. Heroes can remain

however passive they wish and claim their Zendodos at their own pace.

In order to ensure heroes stay competitive in obtaining new season low mint Zendodos

through initial drops, the rally pool will reward new season Zendodos after a slight delay

from its initial release. The theory behind this is - given a hero with a strong Zendodo Army

and hence high staking power, he is able to accumulate Zendodos over a prolonged

period, stacking for example 300 Zendodos from the rally pool without claiming. If the

rally pool's reward changes along with the release of a new season of Zendodos, the hero

is easily able to claim his outstanding reward and get to the last evolution easily, soaking

up all the low mints. Hence, the change date of rally pool reward will be announced when

a new season comes around.

The size of the pool is determined by the following factors: (1) Total number of players

staking, (2) Expected reward of the median/average hero, (3) Secondary market prices

which will reveal the demand of the market. The team currently envisions the reward pool

to be adjusted on a weekly basis.
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mining pool
In the Mining Pool, rewards received from staking Zendodo will be in Zendi Coins. The

coins that you received can be used to purchase Zendodo Packs, Tool Packs and possibly

allow you to upgrade your tools, allowing you to increase your Zendodo Army Strength

and Staking Power. There may be other utility for Zendi Coins in the future but we'll put

that rabbit hole aside for the time-being.

Similar to the Rally Pool, the team expects to adjust the mining pool size on a weekly basis.

The pool size is determined through factors such as (1) Number of Heroes participating in

Mining Pool (2) Expected rewards to the median/average Hero (3) Value of Zendi Coins

relative to its market value and our Tiki Hut's Pack Prices.

tools

What if you could boost your Zendodo's staking power by equipping them with a tool!

There will be two different sets of tools released through a Tool Pack sale in the future and

they can be distinguished by their background colours. Rally Tools - Pastel Red

Background. Mining Tools - Pastel Yellow Background. Each Zendodo can only be

equipped with 1 tool to boost its staking power, so stake smart Heroes!

The team envisions 7 different rarities of tools as shown below:

In the future, we hope to allow heroes to forge their tools, increasing the boost these tools

provide to Zendodos. More details on forging will be provided in the future; but keep

stacking those Zendi Coins!

normal rare epic

unique legendary mythic

ascended
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The entirety of Dodoland knows no bounds and we can't wait for heroes and their

Zendodos to explore them! Mission crafts are vehicles or methods of transportation that

allows you to send Zendodos out for missions, bringing back rewards such as Zendi Coins

and a chance at NFTs. These Mission Crafts can range from your trusty donkey, Mr Jack,

or Ascended Rarity Viking Ships!

Mission Crafts are owned by Heroes and have differing Capacity, Coin Multiplier, NFT

Odds, Mission Duration, Cooldown Duration & Launch Period. These variables will be

explained below.

Once again, participating in any of our added features will be passive and will not require  

much active commitment to the gameplay. Mission Crafts' cycle will be ongoing and your

crafts will never stop heading out of missions! Although heroes might need to take some

time to consider which reward system (Rally Pool/Mining Pool/Mission Crafts) will be the

most rewarding for your Zendodos.

mission crafts' variables

(5) Mission crafts

(1) Capacity - Each Mission Craft will have different capacities to head out for missions.

Bicycles & Fighter Jets might only have a capacity of 2 while Viking Ships & Z190 Plane

might have capacities of more than 5. This allows other heroes to join you on your quest in

search for Weapons and Zendi Coins.

(2) Coin Multiplier - Each Mission Craft will have a different coin multiplier. Generally,

higher rarity Mission Crafts should have a higher coin multiplier so that you and your

fellow Heroes can bring home more coins!

(3) NFT Odds - Each Mission Craft also has differing NFT Odds, the higher the odds, the

higher the chances of finding a Weapon. Other NFTs might be included in our Mission

Crafts in the future!
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(4) Mission Duration - This is the time taken for your Zendodos to finish the mission and

bring home the loot.

(5) Mission Cooldown - After the Zendodos have completed a mission, it will take some

time for your Mission Crafts to rest/refuel before starting the Launch Phase. Come on, you

gotta give the huskies that pulled your sledge some time to rest!

(6) Mission Launch Period - This is the window of time when other heroes in Dodoland can

tag their own Zendodos to head out for missions in your Mission Craft.

There ain't no free lunches in Dodoland, unless you're lucky enough to have a divine

encounter with The ZenMother.

When other heroes tag their Zendodos along with you, a portion of their Zendi Coins

reward will be given to you! This will help pay for the maintenance of that Mama Brand

Sportscar you have.

Owners of Mission Crafts will have the option to set their commissions between 5% - 20%,

allowing owners to receive additional rewards! In addition, owners will also have the

option to set a minimum Power for Zendodos tagging along in your missions. However, do

set these parameters fairly, or you might be going for missions alone!

owner's commission

For a start, the NFTs received from missions will be weapons which you might be able to

equip on your Zendodos when you send them for missions or participate in Faction Wars!

These weapons can be forged to higher evolutions, similar to your rally or mining tools.

Each Zendodo can only be equipped with 1 weapon so make sure to always have your

strongest weapon at arm's reach!

weapons
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(6) faction wars
The fiercest battle in the world; get your French Baguettes or your Grandma's Pillow ready

to give your opponents a good spanking. The top factions that spanked the hardest will get

to dip their hands into a massive pot of Zendi Coins.

Team Zendodo envisions 6 different factions where heroes are able to let their favourite

Zendodo participate in a happy game of spanking and getting spanked. The names of the

Factions will be decided by the community over the next few months.

Each Faction War preparation will last from Monday to Friday, with the Faction War

happening on Saturday, 4pm UTC every week. Faction Leaders will spend the week

encouraging heroes to join their Faction. Your Zendodo's spanking power will be

determined by a few variables which will be explained below.

faction leader
After the War Day, heroes will have 24 hours to bid for the faction's banner to lead a

Faction for over the week. They will also determine the reward structure should their

Faction attain the top 3 positions in the War.

Faction Leaders are encouraged to run their own campaigns to promote their factions

through any creative methods!
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power & reward pool calculations
The spanking power of your Zendodo will be determined through these variables: (1)

Zendodo's Power (2) Weapon's Multiplier (3) Warm-Up Power Multiplier

As the WAX blockchain allows tech-savvy Heroes to monitor the combined spanking power

of each faction, the time at which a Zendodo joins a faction should be considered. If not,

some Heroes will sign their Zendodo up into the faction with the highest chance of winning

late into the week. The later your Zendodo joins a Faction, the less spanking power it has

as it will not receive adequate training from your Faction Leader over the week.

Warm-Up Power Multiplier:

Mon: 2.00x Spanking Power Multiplier

Tue: 1.80x Spanking Power Multiplier

Wed: 1.60x Spanking Power Multiplier

Thu: 1.40x Spanking Power Multiplier

Fri: 1.20x Spanking Power Multiplier

Sat: No Spanking Power Multiplier

The reward structure will be determined by the Faction

Leader and they will be able to configure the rewards based

on Spanking Power Contributed.

Example of Reward Pool Configuration:

Faction Leader - 10% of Pool

Top 10% of Zendodos - 25% of Pool

Next 40% of Zendodos - 40% of Pool

Last 50% of Zendodos - 25% of Pool
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trading & nft valuetrading & nft value
Heroes are able to trade their Zendodos, Tools, Mission Crafts &

Weapons on AtomicHub. Since the NFTs are owned by you and they

reside in your WAX wallet, heroes can list and trade their Zendodo

Party assets at their own discretion.

In addition, to ensure that the value of Heroes' assets are maintained,

Team Zendodo will be actively looking at certain metrics to determine

the size and frequency of our drops. These metrics will also be used

to ensure the rewards from Zendodo Party are sustainable and

balanced.

ATOMICHUB

zendi tokenomicszendi tokenomics

Zendodo Party Mechanics: 40,000,000 ZENDIs (40% of Total Supply)

 Mining Pool: 12,000,000 ZENDIs (12% of Total Supply)

 Mission Crafts: 20,000,000 ZENDIs (20% of Total Supply)

 Faction Wars: 8,000,000 ZENDIs (8% of Total Supply)

Bounties: 10,000,000 ZENDIs (10% of Total Supply)

Locked: 50,000,000 ZENDIs (50% of Total Supply)

The total supply of ZENDI is 100,000,000 ZENDIs and the breakdown will be as such:

https://wax.atomichub.io/
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Zendodo Party Mechanics
Currently, Team Zendodo has launched our Mining Pool; which is the sole method of

attaining ZENDIs in our ecosystem. 12% of Total Supply will be allocated to our Mining

Pool which its distribution is scaled based on these 3 Key Metrics: (1) Total Number of

Heroes Mining (2) Rewards to the Median/Average Hero (3) Price of ZENDI on the market.

Our future release of Mission Crafts, which is envisioned to be the core and main

mechanic of Zendodo Party, will be allocated 20% of total ZENDI supply. Following which,

Faction Wars will take up on 8% of total ZENDI supply.

Bounties
This segment includes off-project mechanics and will be used for rewards, marketing and

bounty programs. 10% of total ZENDI supply will be allocated to “Bounties”. Example

includes our Season 1 Completion Bonus; where Heroes who have collected at least 6

Unique Zendodos of Season 1 will be rewarded with ZENDI Coins. Future Bounty

Programs includes — Discord Invitation Rewards & Airdrop Programs that may soon

surface.

Locked Tokens
ZENDIs, our main form of utility Token, will not only be limited to Zendodo Party and we

aim to have separate utilities to the Token. We are unable to disclose the potential utilities

past what we have committed in our Whitepaper but we hope that having these Locked

Tokens will convey that Team Zendodo has the foresight and aspiration to expand past

Zendodo Party.

Team Zendodo
Heroes may have noticed that our ZENDI Tokenomics divert from majority of other Crypto

projects in the aspect that 0% of Total Token Supply has be allocated to the hardworking

team behind the project. Team Zendodo believes that it is only right for the Team to

receive ZENDIs when there is material utility in the Token.

This being said, there’s a further breakdown to how ZENDIs are recycled back into our

project once Kalea’s Tiki Hut is launched (we’re weeks.. wait, days from launch). In simple

terms, 95% of ZENDIs spent in the Tiki Hut will be recycled back into Zendodo Party’s NFT-

fi mechanisms while 5% of proceeds will be distributed to Team Zendodo for the

maintenance of the project. This breakdown will once again be explained in an upcoming

article on Kalea’s Tiki Hut.

https://wax.alcor.exchange/trade/zendi-zendicoinage_wax-eosio.token
https://zendodoparty.medium.com/season-1-bonuses-20k-wax-c187d3b87e92
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This publication has been prepared by Team Zendodo. Team Zendodo specifically prohibits the redistribution of this material in whole or

in part without the written permission of Team Zendodo. The officers primarily responsible for the content of this publication, in whole or

in part, certifies that their views are accurately in-lined with the Team’s objectives and vision for the project. Whilst we have taken all

reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we

cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently discerning its contents. Any

content, vision or expectation contained in this whitepaper is subject to change without notice. We have not given any consideration to

and we have not made any investigation of the users’ objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the recipient or any class of

persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising whether directly or

indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. This whitepaper is

published solely for information purposes, it does not constitute an advertisement and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer

to buy or sell our NFTs. No representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is provided in relation to the accuracy, completeness

or reliability of the information contained herein. The publication should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of

their own judgement. Any information expressed in this publication are subject to change without notice.

©2021 Team Zendodo (Email: support@zendodo.io)

in closingin closing
The first ever sale by Zendodo Party was on 1st June 2021. Although we are a new project,

we have established ourselves well and will continue to work on improving our project,

attempting to meet the above-mentioned milestones with utmost quality and pace. For

Heroes that have been with us since the start, Team Zendodo is very thankful for your

support and for new Heroes, a very warm welcome to you and we can't wait to have you

on board! Till next time, Heroes!

venture intoventure into
dodolanddodoland

ATOMICHUB


